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1. INTRODUCTION 
Studying the relationship between topological and measure theoretic 
properties of dynamical systems the following question is considered to 
be of interest. Under which conditions is an abstract dynamical system 
($2, a, m, 2’) isomorphic to a strictly ergodic one ? Here (52, c71, m) 
denotes a probability space and T a measure preserving discrete-or 
continuous-time transformation group. 
In order to get a feeling whether strictly ergodic systems are abundant 
among all abstract dynamical systems a lot of examples of such systems 
were constructed in the last ten years. In 1969, R. I. Jewett [6] proved 
that every weakly mixing invertible (discrete-time) transformation of a 
Lebesgue measure space is isomorphic to a strictly ergodic system. His 
conjecture that the result would also hold if the transformation is only 
ergodic was first proved by W. Krieger [7] in 1970. G. Hansel and J. P. 
Raoult [4] gave an independent proof, A third proof of this result, 
in the case of finite entropy, was just finished by one of the authors [2]. 
In 1970, Jewetts theorem was carried over to continuous-time flows by 
K. Jacobs [5]. 
In this paper we show that every ergodic flow on a Lebesgue measure 
space is isomorphic to a strictly ergodic one. This result is achieved by 
using an imbedding theorem of one of the authors [3] which assures that 
the flow can be considered as lying in an appropriate function space. In 
this space we develop a continuous-time coding technique which we use 
iteratively. 
2. BASIC FACTS ABOUT FLOWS 
Let (Q, a, m) denote a measure space and (St)lpB a one-parameter 
group of measurable m-preserving l-l mappings of Sz onto itself. 
Then (Jz, 171, m, (S,),,) is called a @w. 
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This flow is called measurable if the mapping 
(WY t) - s,w 
defined on 1;2 x R is measurable with respect to the product-a-algebra. 
We consider only measurable flows on Lebesgue measure spaces, i.e., 
(52, Q!, m) is isomorphic to the unit interval endowed with Lebesgue 
measure on the Bore1 sets. 
A set s2, C 1;2 is ((S,),,,) invariant if for every x E QO, t E R the point 
SpisinQs. 
O(x) = (S,x ] t E R) 
is called the orbit of x. 
A flow is ergodic if there exist no invariant sets except null sets and 
their complements and it is aperiodic if the set of periodic points is a null 
set. 
Two flows (Q, a, m, (S,),,,) and (Sz’, Gl’, m’, (S,‘) & are isomorphic 
if there is a l-l measure preserving correspondence y between invariant 
measurable subsets 0, , 9,’ of measure 1 in Q, 52’ respectively such that 
v o St(x) = St’ o v(x) @EL?,, tER). 
Let (St) tat denote a one-parameter group of homeomorphisms defined 
on a compact metric space X. We call (X, (S,),,) a continuous flow if 
the mapping (x, t) --t S,x defined on X x R is continuous. A closed 
subset 0 # X,, C X is called minimal invariant if it is invariant and if 
there is no nonempty closed invariant subset of X0 except X0 itself. 
Note that if X0 is an invariant set we can always restrict (S,),, to X,, , 
i.e., consider the flow (X0 , (S,),,,). 
(X,, , A?, (S,),,,) is strictly ergodic if X,, C X is minimal invariant and 
if there is only one (SJtER- invariant probability measure m on 2, the 
a-algebra of Bore1 sets in X0 . 
Let C(X) be the normed linear space of continuous real functions 
on X. It is well-known that for a minimal invariant set 0 # X0 C X 
the continuous flow (X0, 9, (S,),,,) is strictly ergodic iff for every 
f E C(X) and every x E X0 the time means 
T-l j” *f (&+t4 dt 
0 
converge uniformly in u E R to a constant when T tends to infinity. 
This constant is independent of x E X0 and is Jfdm where m is the 
unique probability measure on X0. If we have shown the uniform 
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convergence of time means for every f E C(X) and every x in an invariant 
subset of X of total m-measure 1, then the flow (X,, , 9, (S,),,,) is 
strictly ergodic where X,, denotes the smallest closed invariant subset 
with m (X0) = 1. 
As an introduction to strict ergodicity see for example [8]. A continuous 
flow (X9 (SJkd is nonwandering iff for every n E N and every open set 
IZI # U c X there is t > n such that 
s,un u # M. 
We note that if (X, (S,),,) is nonwandering then for every open set 
0 # U C X there is an unbounded sequence t$(i E N) with 0 < tt < ti+l 
(i E N) satisfying 
s,,u n u # 0 (i E N). 
If, in addition, (X, (S,),,,) has a dense orbit, then for every open sets 
IZI # U, I’ C X there is an unbounded sequence si (i E N) with 
0 < s, < si+l(i E N) and 
S,,Vn U# 53 (i E N). 
If A > 0 then we denote by LA the space of [0, l]-valued functions x 
on R satisfying the Lipschitz condition 
I x(s) - x(t)1 < A I s - t I (s, t E R). 
Endowed with the metric 
II x - y II = i Fk bFk, I x(t) -y(9) 
k-l 
LA is a compact metric space. 
For every t E R 
T,: LA + LA 
defined by 
T,x(s) = x(s + t) (SEW 
is a group of homeomorphisms such that (LA, (T,),,) is a continous 
flow. It is called the shift jbw on LA. Since LA C LA’ for A < A’ we 
denote the group of homemorphisms on both spaces with the same 
symbol (&I teR . 
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Now let f be in C(LA). We say f depends on the interval I C R if the 
following holds: 
If X,yELA and “a = r(t) @El) 
then f(x) =f(r>- 
In part 3 we shall consider a fixed (?“,),,a-invariant probability Bore1 
measure p on LA and we shall write for every f E C(LA), x E LA and 
SE ro, q 
r,(f, x) = 1 s-l (f(T,+) dt - If 4 1. 
3. IMPROVEMENT OF TIME MEANS 
Let (LA, 9, ru9 (T&d b e as in Chapter 2 for some A > 0 where p 
is an ergodic, aperiodic, ( TJ1,,- invariant probability measure on L?. 
We fix up to 3.9 real functions fi ,..., fN+l E C(L2A) with the property 
that fk depends on [--A, k] (1 < k < N + l), /] fk /I < 1 and we fix also 
up to 3.9 reals q ,..., EN > 0 as well as reals M1 ,..., MN > 0 with 
Ml <M, < ..a <n/r,. 
Put 
h=MN+2N+k1 and 
G = {x E LA [ rMk( fi , T,x) < ck (1 < i < k, 1 < R < N, t E R)}. 
Note that G E TZ is (T,) ,,,-invariant. 
For 7 > 0 and x E LA we denote 
cl(x) = (Y ELA I tG[-~fN+N, I r(t) - x(t)l < 71 
and if X C LA we write 
LEMMA 3.1. If o # X C G is closed and (T,) ,,,-invariant then there 
exists 7 > 0 such that for every y E C,(X) 
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Proof. Let 
and 
Since Ed is a continuous function on X we have Q’ > 0 (1 < k < N), 
i.e., 15’ = min,<,<, Q’ > 0. 
Choose q > 0 such that 
If&) -h(Y)1 < 6’ (1 < i < N) 
for all x, y E LA with 11 x - y 11 < r]. Since thefs depend only on [-N, N] 
we conclude: if 
then 
If&) -f&9 < E’ (1 < i < N). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let X, 7 be us in 3.1; then 
{y E LA I Tt y E C,(X)(t E R)} C G. 
LEMMA 3.3. LetX,r]beu.sin3.1.Ifx,y~Ganda~Rmith 
1 x(a) - y(a>l < 72-l, 
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are such that there is 
then there is w E G-uniquely constructed in the proof-such that 
w> 
w(t) = l y(t) 
t El-co, a - A-l] 
t E [a, co[. 
Remark 3.4. In general, there are many possibilities to construct 
such a w E G. But in the applications of 3.3 we will always use the 
construction given here. This is important in order to get measurability 
of the mapping 9 in 3.10. The same remark holds for the construction 
in 3.5 and 3.8. 
Proof. Shifting x, y by T, , we can assume a = 0. Furthermore we 
assume x(O) 3 y(0) and define 
u(t) = 1 r(t) t E [O, 4 Y(O) - At tE]-qO]. 
Then there is t, E [--A-l, 0] and u(tl) = x(tl). 
Define 
p(t) 
w(t) = (u(t) 
tEl--cO,tJ 
tE[tl, 4 
then w E LA. We have to show 
r.uvjfi , T,w) < Ek (1 <i<k,l <kkN,s~R) 
(1) SE]-c-0, t, - MN - N]: 
Ts+,4) = Ts+t4t) t’ E [O, MN19 t E l--N, Nl 
* fi(T,+,N = f&“,+,,x) t’ E [O, M& 1 < i < N 
3 r,wh(fi , T,w) = r&fi > T,x) < <k (l<i<L?,l,(K<N) 
(2) s E [N, c0[ : analogous to (1) 
(3) s E [t1 - MN - N, N]: 
I 4) - WI = I Y(t) - ml < rl tE[O,~N+2Nl 
I w(t) - @)I < I w(t) - WI + I x(t) - 4t)l < rl t E [-h, 0] 
=s T,w E C,,( T,z) C C,,(X). 
By3.1wehaveFMk(fi,TSw)<ck (l<i<k,l,<k<N). 
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In the same way we can prove a symmetric form of 3.3. It reads 
LEMMA 3.5. LetX,qbeasin3.1.Ifx,yEGandaERwith 
I 44 - YWI < 772-l, 
are such that there is 




r(t) t E [a + A-1, co[. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let X and r) be as in 3.1. Then there exists T > 0 with the 
following property: Let x E G and a E R such that there is x’ E X with 
1 x(t) - x’(t)] < 72-l tE[a-MMN-2N-T,a+MN+2N] 




x(t + T”) tE]-a&a - T”] 
x(t) t E [a, 4 
Remark 3.7. If for x in 3.6 
ZELACLZA 
then 
z E G. 
Proof. Choose T > 0 such that TA < 74-l, then 
I z(t) - x(t)1 < 772-l tER. 
(1) s E [a + N, co[: 
Ts+t@‘) = Ts+tW) t E [0, MM], t’ E [-N, N] 
* fi(Ts+t4 = fa(Ts+e4 tEIO,MN’], 1 <; < N 
* r&h , Tsd = r&.fa 9 T.4 < Ek (1 < i < k, 1 Q k < N) 
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(2) SE]-qa-TT”-MM,-N]: 
Ts+&‘) = Ts+,+T”W t E [O, MN], t’ E [-N, N] 
* fi(Ts+,4 = fi(Ts+t+T”X) te[O,MN], 1 <i < N 
3 L~&fi , T,x) = r,&i > T~+T”x) < ck (1 d i d 4 1 < h < N) 
(3) s E [u - T” - AI,,, - N, a + NJ: 
I e> - x’(t)l < I 4t> - x(t)1 + I x(t) - WI < rl 
tE[a-MN---N- T”,a+MN+2N] 
=s T,x E C,( Tp’) C C,(X) 
=+ r,wk(fi , Ts.4 < Eli (1 <i < k, 1 <k <N) 
by 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let X, 7 be as in 3.1. If X has a dense orbit and X is 
nonwandering then there is a constant S > 0 with the following property: 
For every x, y E X there exists z E G such that 
x(t) = I 
x(t + S) t E-j--CO, --s] 
r(t) t E [O, a[ 
and the additional property that for every s E R there is 9 E X such that 
1 x(s + t) - xs(t)l < 74-l t E [-h, h]. 
Proof. (1) For w E X we define 
F(w) = {v E G I tp;yh, I v(t) - w(t)/ < 716-l). 
Since X is compact there are F(wJ (1 < i < r) such that 
xc (j F(q). 
i=l 
By the assumptions on X we find for every pair i, j E {l,..., r} 
qij E [2k cQ[ and 
xii E F(oJJ n T,,, F(Q+) n X. 
Define q = max,Gi,i(, qii and choose some T” E IO, T2-l] where T is as 
in 3.6 such that q(T”)-l E N. We define 
s = (1 + q( T”)-1)q. 
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(2) ;a;i,jE(l,..., I} be fixed. We choose the unique k E N such 
S E hij + 433 3 qij + @ + 1) qd- 
Denote a = S - qa3 - hjj then a E [0, qjj[. 
Since qii( T”)-l < q( 2”‘)-l < k we conclude 
qj,k-l < T” 
and 
to := ak-1 < T2-l. 
Take xi5 E F(co,) n Tbli, F(cu,) n X as 
defined in (1). 
xii E F(o,) n Tgff F(o,) n X 
We use 3.3 k-times in order to get yii E G such that 
rtjw = %3(t) t E [--qii , m[ 
Yijtt) = %5tt + Qij + h) t E [--Qij - (I + 1) qjj 3 --Qij - Eq,j - A-7 
(O<Z<k-1) 
y&t) = xjdt + 413 + (k - 1) qjj) t E l-m* -qij - kqd* 
From qij , q~j E [21a, CQ[ and the definition of the F(q) (1 < i f r) 
we have: for every s E R there is 2;; E X such that 
I Yi,(S + 0 - -G(tl c 778-l t E [-k, k]. (*) 
Now we define 
! 
Ydt> t E [--Qij 5 a[ 
YW = Yii(-%r) f E [--Qu - to v -%I 
Yih + to) tE]--OC), --Qij - to] 
and for 2 < 1 < k 
I 
ra9 t E r--Q*3 - (I- 1) q35 - (I - 1) to, al. 
Y:&) = YI3-!?a - (1 - 1) 435 - (I - 1) to) 
t~[~~~j~(z~~)Qjj~ztO~~~~j~(z~1)433~(z~~)tOl 
rli’(t + to) t El-CO, --QU - (I - 1) qjj - ZtO] 
By 3.6 and 3.7 J& E G (1 < I < k) and 
‘%) = I;;?+ qf, + kqjj + kt,) = x,,(t + S) 
tE[-!h 9 a7 
t El--CO, -S]. 
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Since qii , qii E [2h, co[and for all x E LA 
// Ttox - x 11 < &A < TA2-l < 78-l 
we conclude from (*) the following: for every s E R there is V& E X 
such that 
1 ygs + t) - V&(t)1 < 174-l t E [-h, h]. (**) 
From the definition of y& (1 < 1 < K) we see furthermore that for all 
SE]-CO, -s + h] u [-h, m[ Vfj can be chosen in such a way that 
1 ygs + t) - v&(t)1 < g-1 t E [-h, h]. (***) 
(3) Denote F+ = F(wJ/&~ F(wJ (1 < i < r) and let x, y E X be 
given, then there exists a unique pair i,j~ {I,..., Y> such that x EF~, 
y EF{. We use 3.3 for y$ , yEGanda =Oandgetx’EGsuchthat 
z’(t) = 
f 
r(t) t 6 [O, a[ 
YZCt> t El-co, -A-l]. 
Then we use 3.5 for z’, T,x E G and a = -S and get z E G zuch that 
x(t) = 
I 
G) t E [--s + A-l, cq 
x(t + q t El-co, --s]. 
Since x, y E X we conclude from (w), (*M): for every s E R there is 2” E X 
such that 
1 x(s + t) - z”(t)/ < $1 t E [-h, h]. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let X, 71 be as in 3.1. If X has a dense orbit, X is a non- 
wandering set and p(X) = 1 then for every 6 > 0 there exists w E G 
and I,, E R such that 
~I(.h 9 w) < 6 (1 ,(i,(Nfl) 
for al2 I E [I0 , co[. o has the property that for every s E R there is xs E X 
such that 
1 x”(t) - w(s + t)l < 74-l t E [-h, h]. 
Proof. Let S > 0 be as in 3.8. By the individual ergodic theorem 
we can choose y E X and I’ E R such that 
I’ E ]2h, a[, 
2S(I’ + q-1 < 64-l 
r,$fi , Y) < 64-l (1 ,<i<NNl) 
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We use 3.8 for T,*y, y E X in order to get z E G such that 
2(t) = 1 
Tr*YO + 9 t E]-co, -S] 
r(t) t E [O, 4 
and such that for all s E R there is x8 E X with 
1 z(s + t) - 9(t)l < 774-l t E E-h, h]. (*I 
Now we define for every k E Z 
Then w  E G and from (*) we conclude: for every s E R there is xs E X 
such that 
] w(s + t) - x8(t)] < 74-l t 6 [-h, h]. 
In the following we use the symbol [u] for the largest integer less than 
or equal to the real a. Choose I, E R such that (I’ + S)l;’ < 64-l then 
forIE[&, co[, 1 <ifN.+ 1 
F,(fi, w) = [ I-l[I(I’ + S)-l-J 1” f,(T,y) dt - I’I-‘[l(l’ + S)-l-J j-f3 dp 
0 
+ I-l[I(I’ + S)-l] f’+‘fi( T,w) dt +1-l ~r-lr’r’+~‘-l”“+~~~~T~~) dt 
+ I’I-‘[W + WI j-h 4 - j)i dr-L 1
<rr-l[I(I’ + S)-l] &l-l + I-l[I(I’ + S)-11s 
+ I-1(1’ + S) + 1 I’I-l[I(I’ + S)-1-J - 1 1 
Q 64-l + 64-l + I-ys - I’)[I(I’ + S)-1-j + 1 
< 62-l + I-ys + I’) + 2S(I’ + S)-1 < 6. 
LEMMA 3.10 (MAIN LEMMA). Let (LA, 9, CL, (T,)& be thejow deJined 
in Chapter 2 where p is an ergodic, aperiodic, (T,),,,-inouriant probability 
measure on 9. Let fk E C(LzA) (1 f k < iV + 1) be functions such that 
fk depends only on [-k, k] and ljf+.jI Q 1. Let 
E5 > 0 (1 <i d N) 
Mj > 0 (1 < j < N) with Mi < Mj+, be reals. 
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If theve is Z E 9, with p(Z) = 1 and T,Z = Z (t E R) such that 
N-l 
then for every E~+~ > 0, L E N and A’ ~10, A[ there exists a real number 
M ,+,>M,,asetY~9,~(Y)=l,T~Y=Y(t~R)anda1-1BoreZ 
mapping 
p y + LA+ A’ 
such that p o T, = T, o q~ and 
ta) r,bk (fi , TX) < % El + EN+1 2-l 
(XEY,l <i<k,l <k<N+1) 
where JXf, Y> = I s-l Jif GW dt - Sf4wY 
(b) there is B E 2’ such that 
dB) > 1 - <N+l 
and 
x(t) = Pa (t E [-L, L], x E B). 
(c) there are reals p, , r >0 such thatfor x,yE Y and tER with 
x(t) # y(t) there exists 
sep-pp,--r,t+p,+fl 
satisfying 
plx(4 f TYN- 
Proof. Let us be given arbitrary 6 > 0 of which we will dispose 
later on. Define X to be the smallest closed set in 2 such that 
T,X = X PER) 
and 
Define 
p(X) = 1. 
N-l 
then T&2 = Q(t E R) and by the assumption on Z 
0 # xcs. 
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We are just in the situation of 3.1 where G is replaced by Q and tk by 
cyll Ed + 3q,4-1. Since by the ergodicity of ~1 X has a dense orbit and 
by the minimality of X X is nonwandering we can use all the results 
of 3.1-3.9. Let 7, T, S be the constants constructed there. As an ab- 
breviation we use again 
(1) By 3.9 we can find o,, E Sz and I,, E R such that 
rr(h 9 4 < 6 IE[10,03[, 1 <i<N+l 
and for all s E R there is x8 E X such that 
1 w& + t) - x’(t)] < 74-l t E [-h, h]. 
(2) We choose x0 E X such that x,,(O) < 1 and T” E 10, T[ such 
that 
T”2-l(A + A’) < 1 - x,(O) 
Define 
x0(t) t E P, c-4 
x1(t) = 
I 
~(0) - (A + A’)t t E [- T”2-1, O] 
x,(O) + (A + A’) T” + (A + A’)t t E [-T”, - T”2-7 
xo(t + T”) t El-co, -T”] 
then by 3.6 
N-l 
(3) Define 
F = {v eLA 1 1 w(t) - x,(t)1 < 74-l t E 10, hl> 
and 
F(t) = suposp o(t) (t E W 
Let o E F be given and assume o(O) < x,,(O), v(h) > x,(h). We define 
w(0) - At tE]-u&O] 
w”(t) = 
! 
w(t) t E [O, 4 
w(h) - At t E P, 4, 
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then there are t,’ E [---A-l, 0] and t,’ E [h, h + A-r] such that 
v”(tl’) = X&l’) 
Put 
v”(tz’) = x,(t,‘). 
v’(t) = i 
x,(t) t El--CO, t1’] u [t2’, co[ 
v”(t) t E [h’, &‘I 
then 
1 v’(t) - x,(t)/ < 94-l PERI 
hence 
and by 3.2 v’ E 52. 
Ttv’ E C,(X) PERI 
Since the other cases (v(0) > x0(O) etc.) are settled in the same way 
we have shown the following: 
For every v E F there is v’ E Q-constructed in auniquemanner-such that 
v(t) = v’(t) t E [O, h]. 
(4) It is easy to see that we can always find y0 E F n LA” for 
some A” E [0, A[ such that 
1 YoW - WI 3 cBz VE P* 4 
for some ~11 > 0. Fix y,, . 
(5) Let S, E IO, 6[ be given and denote 
C=4S+3h+T”+I,. 
Forp > C put q(p) =p - C. 
By the individual ergodic theorem we can find p, > 0 such that for every 
P bP1 
(a) if X,b) = f XEXlr&)(f~,X) <S(l <i<N+ I)} 
PL(Xdd > 1 - W” 
(b) q(p)p-’ (1 - 6,2-l) > 1 - 8 + 2LP-l. 
We denote q1 = q(pJ and fix some x2 E Xq, . 
(6) If we choose the representation of (T,)bER on X as given in 
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Corollary (1.11.) in [3] we see that there is a measurable set V C X such 
that 
(a) V n T,V = 0 t E IO, p,[ 
W AUte[o,p,c Tt’V) > 1 - V-l 
(4 AU l&l,p,+rl T,V) = 1 for some Y > 0. 
We put J = [0, p, + Y] and 
x0 = u; Tu (E TJ) 
then ,u (X0) = 1. 
If x E X0 and t E R then we have for every s E Q n] t + p, + Y, co[ 
Tp E u TiV s- T,x E T,V for some I tz J 
l&l 
=z- T,-p = Tt+(s--l--t)x E V where s - 1 - t > 0 
* s(t) = infit’ > 0 1 T,+,fx E V) 
<S- I-t<s-t 
Since s is arbitrary: s(t) < p, + Y. We have shown 
X0 C Y := {x E X 1 Vt E R 3(t) E J: Tt+s(t)x E V}. 
Y is (T,),,,-invariant and p(Y) = 1. 
Furthermore 
(4 Y n Ulel TV = WIEJ T, (Y n V) 
(4 Y C UteJ TP 
(0 *Y=uT,(YnV) 
te.l 
(7) We choose 6, > 0 such that if 11 x - y (1 < So then 
I h(x) - .fdr)l -==z 6 (1 & i < N + 1, x,y EP) 
For later use we assume So E [0, ~4-l[. We can find some n E N such that 
(a) At, < So where t, = pin-l. 
From (a) we have for x E LA and for t E [0, t,] 
II x - Ttx II -c 60. 
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In particular if x E V and T,x E Tec~Xp, for some t E [0, t,] where 
c’ *- 3s + 3h + T” .- 
then 
II Tc,+,x - Tc,+,+tx II < 6, (s 6 LO, ad 
* IfiPc,+sx) -fi(Tc,+s+tx)l < 6 (s E [O, ql], 1 < i < N + 1) 
* r&h , Tc,x) < ( q? j-oq1fi(Tc,+s4 ds- 6’ ~oalfdTc~+s+tx) ds j
+ r&i , Tc,+tx) < 33. 
(8) Denote V, = (J 
(6) 0~) 
ts[,,t,[ T,V then we can assume by (5) (a) and 
(9) Now we can define 
By (6) (f) and IJJ o T, = T, o y it is sufficient to define IJI on Y CT V. 
Let &(x) (K E 2) d enote the entrance times of x E Y CT V into V, i.e., 
Z,(x) = 0 
and for k > 0 if &(x) is defined 
Zk+1(x) = inf{t > I&) I TF E V>, 
for k ,< 0 if Z,(x) is defined 
Zkbl(x) = supjt < Z,(x) I T,x E V}. 
It is sufficient to define v(x) E LA+A’ on [0, Z,(x)]. For t 4 [0, Zi(x)] we 
choose k E 2 such that t E [Zk(x), Zk+l(x)] and define 
cp(x)(t) = dT,~z)x)(t - Mx)). 




P&w - S) 
qJJx)(t - s - 2h - T”) 
qQ(x)(t - 2s - 2h - T”) 
p5(x)(t - 2s - 3h - T”) 
%w(t - 4 
P&w - c’ - 41) 
%M:)(t - Pl + 431 
t E [O, Sl 
t E [S, s + 2.h + T”] 
tE[S+2h+T”,2S+2h+T~ 
tE[2S+2h+T”,2S+3h+T”l 
t E [2S + 3h + T”, c’] 
t E [c’, c’ + q11 
t~[C’+!71~A-431 
t E [A - 4 3 WI 
(Note that p, - 4l = c' + 41 + q 
(10) Definition of ya : Take x1 as defined in (2) and define 
&4(t) = T-~-~~xdt) t E [0,2h + T”] 
(11) Definition of qua : We denote y = min{or, h(p, + r)-l} and 
define 
1 
yA-l(A - A”) X((P1 + r> h-Q) + Y&) 
v4(*&) = yA-l(A - A”) x&(x)) + ye(t) 
t E P, h(x) Wl + Yl 
t E [4(x) Wl + v, 4 
where y,, , OL, A” are as in (4). 
(Note that I 9~~(4@) - T~@W’)I d A I t - t’ I and I v4(x)(t) - x&)l < 
74-l t E P, 4). 
(12) Definition of y 6 : Recall that we chose x2 in (5). 
cp&N) = 
I 
x(t + c’) t E P, 411 
if {T,a 1 t’ E [0, t,J} n T-,tX,, # 0 
xc&) t E [0, qJ otherwise. 
(13) Definition of vs : Recall that we chose w,, in (1). 
cps(W) = %W tE to, h(x) -A + 4J. 
(14) Definition of ‘pl : For x E X and y’ > 0 we define 
F,,(x) = {w E 52 1 1 w(t) - x(t)1 < y’ t E [--h, O]}. 
Since X is compact we can find 2, E X (1 f i Q p) such that 
xc cj y)&,). 
i-l 
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w,, in (1) has the property that for every s E R there is xs E X such that 
hence 
1 T.&J,(t) - xS(t)l < 74-l t E [A, h] 
Denote 




Fi = F&i)/‘; Fv,-@-,) (1 < i <P> 
k=l 
FinFj = o (i f 8 
T,w~E (jFd (s E R). 
i=l 
Recall that q2 is defined such that 
%64(t) = x,(--h + 4 
where CC,, is as in (2). 




%b% - 9 t E [S, s + h]. 
Furthermore there exists ui E X with 
1 q(t) - q(t)/ < 74-l t E [AZ, h]. 
Since Fi A Fj = 0 (i #j) there is a unique K E (l,...,p} such that 
T- z-,(x)-al+rowo EF~ - 
Since 
I T-L,(~L~,+I~~(O) - 4W -=z 712-l 
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we can use 3.5 for T1-,(5G)-p,+,,~,, , wk and get u E 52 such that 
u(t) = T- EL1(d-~,l+Ipo(t) tE]-m,O] 
wktt) t E [A-l, co[* 
We define 
91@)(t) = u(t) t E [O, S]. 
(Note that y,(x)(S) = qua and 
dw) = L~,(d-~,+r,woP) 
= (PB(TL~wX- ~-164 - PI + 4,) 
= ~(T,_,(,)x)(-Ll(x))). 
(15) Definition of v3 : Recall that vz is defined such that 
c&x)(t) = x,,(t - h - T”) t~[h+T”,2h+T”] 




%(t - 9 t E [S, a 
Since 
I P&)(t) - %Wl < 7?4-l t E [O, hl 
there exists-as we have shown in (3)-v E Sz such that 
44 = 9)&N - s> t E [S, s + hl 




w(t) te[S, 4 
w’(t) tE]-al,S-A-l] 
%@)W = w t E [O, S]. 
(Note that ‘p&)(O) = cp&)(2h + T”) and ‘P&)(S) = cpI(4(W 
(16) Definition of rps : For x E X and y’ > 0 we define 
%(4 = {v E Q I I 4t) - 4t)l < Y’ t E LO, %I~ 
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Since X is compact we can find zi’ E X (1 < i < p’) such that 
x c ij E+(4) 
i=l 
Denote 
Let us note that there is a unique u, E X such that 
This is obvious 
u, = T,lx E X. 
In the second 
24, = x2 E x. 
%c(t> = %3(4(t) t E P7 4J 
if v6(x)(t) = T,tx(t) t E [0, qi] since then we take 
case, i.e., if &x)(t) = x2(t) t E [0, Q], we take 
The Els (1 < i < p’) are disjoint ,which means that there is a unique 
K E {l,..., p’} such that U, E Ek . 
By 3.8 we find for the pair zk’, Thxo E X wk’ E Q with 
UK’(t) = I 
TIGOW tE]-co,O] 
z,‘(t - S) tE[S, a[ 
Now let Tsth v E 52 be as in (15), i.e., 
Ts+I&) = P)~(W + 4 t E [AZ, 01. 




w,‘(t) t E [A-l, co[. 
Finally we use 3.3 for u’, Tvsuz E J? and a = S in order to get u” E Q 
such that 
*“@I = I u’(t) 
tE]-al,S-kl] 
T-&t) t E [& cq 
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Define 
dw = u”(t) t E [O, S]. 
(It’s obvious that q&)(h) = vs(x)(O) and &x)(S) = q&)(O)). 
Remark. It would also be correct to connect U, and ThxO directly 
by 3.8 without using the covering E, (1 < i < p’). The only reason for 
introducing the covering here is to make obvious that q is measurable. 
The same holds for the definition of q+ . 
(17) Definition of IJJ, : First we see by the construction of w0 that 
there is ya E X with 
44 = YzW t E [O, h]. 
Let u, , zk’ E X be as in (16) then we find by 3.8 for the pair TplxL’, 




Y!G - 8) t E [S, co[. 
We use 3.5 for T,,uz , w” E Q and a’ = 0 in order to get w’ E Q such that 
w’(t) = I 
T,,W tE]--03,0] 
(@I t E [A-l, c-q 
Define 
dw) = 4) t E [O, Sl 
(It is obvious that v&x)(qr) = q+(x)(O) and p),(x)(S) = q+(x)(O)). 
(18) ‘p: YCL” -LA+-’ ’ is a l-l Bore1 mapping with cp o T, = 
T,og,(t~R):Letx,y~Ybegivenandx#y. 
Case 1. {Zk(x) 1 k E Z} # &(y) 1 k E Z}. We can assume that there 
is k E Z such that &(x) 6 {Zk(y)I k E Z}. By the definition of qz we have 
the following 
T,,(,)+s+&)(t) = Tt,(z)+s+d-W) + (A + 0 tE[O, T”2-‘I 
Tz,(z)+s+dW = Tt,c,,+s+hcp(~)(T”2-~) - (A + 4t tE[T”2-I, T”]. 
On the other hand, there is by the definition of cpr - vs an interval 
J,, C [Zk(x) + S + h, I&) + 9 + h + T”] of positive length such that 
I dr)(t) - drP’)l G A I t - t’ I (4 t’ E lo). 
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We conclude v(x) # v(y) 
Case 2. {Zk(x) 1 k E Z} = {I&) 1 K E Z>. Since x # y there is t, E R 
such that x(t,,) # y(&,). Pick K E 2 with t, E [Zk(x), Zk+r(x)[ then we have 
dx)(&) + 25’ + 21 + T” + W, + y)-‘(4, - hc(x>>> 
= PG’-M~P)MP, + r)-Vo - 4k4>> 
= YJYA - A”) Tz,wG, - M4) +Y&(A + r)-V, - &(x))) 
= yA-V - A”) x(&J +Yo(h(Pl + r)-lkl - Zk(X))) 
f  P-V - A”)Y(b) +Yo(4Pl + ~)-%I - ok@>>> 
= -** = v(y)(k(x) + 2s + 2% + T” + 4~1 + r)-V, - &))). 
=a d4 # P(Y). 
In order to show the measurability of 4p it is sufficient-by theorem 3.2 
of [5]-to show that the a.e. defined mapping 
$: LA + [O, I] 
is measurable. But this is obvious since the entrance times (in V) are 
measurable functions. 
That q~ o T,(x) = T, o p(x) (t E R, x E Y) is clear by construction. 
(19) Calculation of time means: Let x E Y be given. We consider 
dxX4 s E [-IV, MN + IV]. 
If x is such that only y1 or 9 a - ys intervene in the definition of q(x)(s) 
s E [-N, MN + N] then there is z, E 52 with 
hence 
w = dw ~E[--N,MN+NI 
N-l 
rMk(fi, qx) = rA4k.fi 9 v, < c EZ + 3<N4-l 
Z=k 
If v2 intervenes in the definition of v(x)(s) s E [-N, MN + N] then we 
have by (2) 
N-l 
rMkc(fi,~x) < c cl + 3EN4-1 
l=k 
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Before defining MN+1, we calculate for x E Y n V and 1 < i < N + 1 
G,wU > ?-4 
< z,(x)-l(c’ + s) + qd&V 1 q? j-ou1f,(W’e4 dt - j- fi 4 1 
+ (z&+-pl+q,)~,(x)-l ) (~~(~)--p,+l,)-l~ozl’~‘-~l+rof,(T,W,) dt-j-h dp 1 
+ 1 j-h dcL 1 I &W1 + M4 -PI + 10) UV - 1 I 
< f$(C + S) + q14(~)-12~ + (44 - Pl + 10) ~lW1~ 
+ uYlc7l -A +I0 I 
< p;‘(c’ + S) + 26 + 6 + p;yc + S) 
< 2( p, - q1) pr’ + 36 < 56. 
Note that (p, - qJ& < 6 is true by (5)(b). Choose MN+1 E ]MN , a[ 
such that 
2(P, + I) J&1+1 < s 
then we have since 1 Zk+l(x) - Zk(x)I < p, + r (K E 2, x E Y n v) 
G+,r+l(fi ,vpx) < 6s (x E Y, 1 < i < N + 1). 
Pick y1 E Y such that 
then since 
r,(h ,vl < 6s (x E Y, 1 < i < iV + 1, M 2 MN+J 




I < 66. 
w-1 
and 
< 1 el + 3cN4-1 + 68 (1 <i<k,l fk<N,XEY) 
l=k 
Ch,+l(fi > ~4 = T~,,,+~(fi 9 ~4 + 1 j-h dcc - jh~t4 1 < m- 
Recall that 6 > 0 was arbitrary. 
For 6 E IO, ~~~~24-l [we have 
G&i, 94 < f QC + ++P (ix E Y, 1 < i < k, 1 < k < iV + 1). 
l=?i 




iqc’+L,c’ia,-L] ) ( 
n-1 




P u TtV 
tE[C’+L,C’+~f-Ll 1 
= (% - 2L)lxlP (te;*l, 4 
> (91 - 2L) &(I - 6,2-l) 
72-l 
U Trct,V’n n T-&J > 1 - 8, 
k=O 
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we conclude by (5)(b) 
p(B) > 1 - 8, - (1 - (ql - 2L) p;l( 1 - 8,2--l)) 
>1-86,-l+l-8>l-22S>1-qq+l 
Let y E B be given then there exists t’ E [c’ + L, c’ + q1 - L] such that 
Tmtn y E V. As well we find K E (0 ,..., n - l> such that 
T-kt,y E V, n T-,4&. 
By the definition of V, there is s E [0, t,J such that 
Lt,s~ E V’. 
Since 1 t’ - kt, - s ( < p, we have 
t’ = Kt, + s 
hence 
T-,p,,y E T-& . 
By the definition of 9s 
t E [-t’ + c’, --t’ + c’ + qJ. 
Now the statement follows from 
-t’+c’<--c’-L+c’=-L 
-t’ + c’ + q1 < --cl - q1 + L - c’ + Ql = L. 
(21) Since (c) of 3.10 is obvious by the definition of v(x) on 
intervals [Zk(x), &+r(x)[ of lengths smaller than p, + r the proof of 3.10 
is complete. 
4. STRICTLY ERGODIC IMBEDDINGS 
In this section we shall prove the isomorphism of an ergodic flow to 
some strictly ergodic one. For preparation, aside of part 3., we need the 
following lemma 4.1 and theorem 4.2. 
607113/4-6 
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LEMMA 4.1. There is a sequence F = {fi ( i E N) of continuous real 
functions on LA such that 
(a) the linear hull of F is dense in C(LA) 
(b) fi depends on r-i, i] (i E N) 
(4 llfi II = 1 FE V 
Proof. Consider the evaluation functions 
7rt: LA --+ R 
defined by TAX = x(t) (t E R). Restricting to t E Q we know that 
is a countable set of continuous, point-separating functions on LA, such 
that every 7~~ depends on some interval and 11 z-l (1 = SUP,,~A / ‘IT~X / = 1. 
The same properties hold for finite products of powers of the rrt(t E Q) 
i.e., for 
~hJki @EN, tiEQ (1 <id 0). 
By the Stone-WeierstraB theorem the algebra, generated by {7rt 1 t E Q) 
is dense in C(LA). 
THEOREM 4.2. [3] Every aperiodic flow can be imbedded into 
(LA, 9, (T,)& with arbitrary Lipschitz constant A > 0. 
Proof. See (3). 
The result of our paper is contained in 
THEOREM 4.3. (1) Let A > 0. Then every aperiodic and ergodic jlow 
(Sz, a, p, (S,) & is isomorphic to a strictly ergodic flow in (LA, 9, (T,),,,). 
(2) Every ergodic JEow is isomorphic to some strictly ergodic one. 
Proof. Since a periodic and ergodic flow is strictly ergodic and an 
ergodic flow is either aperiodic or periodic, (2) follows from (1) im- 
mediately. Thus we have to show (l), and by 4.2 it suffices to consider 
the case 
i-2 c LAS-‘. 
I. The first section of the proof contains an iterated application of 
3.10 of part 3. 
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Choose E, > 0 (n E N) such that Czarpl E, = A2-l, and denote by 
(f&n the sequence of continuous functions defined in 4.1. 
Put #ur : = TV and Ml : = 1. Since for f E C(D) and x E LA 
we can apply 3.10 to (LI, GI, p., (S,),,), l 1 > 0, A, = A2-l + e1 and 
L, = 2 to find M, > 0, B, , Yl E 9, p, , rl E R, and an isomorphism 
cp1: Y1+ LA1 
with the following properties: 
fori= 1,2andxEy,,Y,, 
44 = w(t) for te[-2,2] andxEB,, 
for x, y E Yl and t E R with x(t) # r(t) there exists s E [t - p, - rl , 
t + rl + A] with 
we) + vlY(4. 
We proceed by induction. Suppose we have, applying 3.10 to 4 > 0, 
Lj > j + I&: (Pi + ri), 
Aj:=A2-l+& and (LA, 2, I+ , (T&t) 
i=l 
for every 1 < j < n - 1, Mj > Mjpl(2 <j < n), 
Bj, Y~EU (1 Sj <TZ- l), $I~,Y~ER+ (1 <j<n-- 1) 
and isomorphisms 
cpj: Yj -+ LA3 (l<j<n-1) 
such that the following holds: 
(i) For-pi: =~j-l~***o~l~l(l <j<n) 
&Vi) = 1 (l<j<n-1) 
P&4) > 1 - 9 (1 <-j<n--1) 
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(ii) 1 M$ JF f,Tp dt - Jfi dpj 1 < Giii cl + l ip1 2-l for every 
2<j<n,every2<k<j,everyl <i<kandeveryxEq+,Yj-r 
(iii) If 1 <j<n-- 1 andxEBi,then 
for t E [-Lj , Lj] 
(iv) If 1 <j <.n - 1, X,yE Yj and tER with x(t) #y(t), then 
there is s E [t - Pj - rj , t f pi + rj] satisfying 
Note that (i) and (ii) assures the conditions of 3.10 again for 
(LA.-1, 9, pn , ( TJ4,). Thus using 3.10 applied to E, , A, : = A,-, + cn 
and L, > n + ci"_; (pi + yi) we get M,,, > M,, p,, ~,ER+, Y,, 
B, E 9’ and an isomorphism 
such that the following holds: 
(i’) P~(KJ = 1; P&J > 1 - E, 
(ii’) Put ,uL,+i = CJZJ~~L~ . Then 
1 ML1 iMkfiTtx dt - 1 fi dp,,, j < 5’ cl + <,2-l 
2-k 
forevery2<k<n+ 1,everyl <i<kandeveryxEv,Y, 
(iii’) x(t) = ymx(t) for t E [-L, , LJ and x E B, 
(iv’) For x, y E Y, and t E R with x(t) # y(t) there exists 
s E [t - P, - r, , t + p, + rn] such that 
Therefore (i)-(iv) holds with n + 1 instead of n and the induction is 
finished. 
To state it explicitly once more, what we have got so far: The iterated 
application of 3.10 shows the existence of M, , L, , r, , p, E R, , Y, , 
B, E 9 and isomorphisms 
vn- . Y,- yn+1 @ENI 
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(Note, that we can assume ~J,Y, = Y,+r !) such that for every n E N 
the following holds: 
(1) Pn=%-l~"'"nP1 
Pn(YTI) = 1; A4 > 1 - En 
(2) 1 ML’ Jp fiTtx dt - Jf,dp,, ) < x:Ii el + •,-~2-~ for every 
2<k<n,everyl <i<kandeveryxEY, 
(3) x(t) = fix for t E [--L, , L,] and x E B, 
(4) For x, y E Y, and t E R with x(t) # y(t), there is 
SE[t-pp,--?&, t + p, + m,J such that 
%X(9 f VnYW* . 
II. This second part is devoted to the definition of a map v, which 
turns out in part III. to be the desired isomorphism. Define inductively 
& = id 
$48 := VPn OLl (#EN) 
and put C, : = B, , C, : = t,b& B,(n > 2). 
Note that I,& : Yr --f Y,+r (n E N) is an isomorphism with #,J-L~ = p.,+r. 
Therefore we have 
/h(G) > 1 - En (n E N). 
Put 
and 
Since Czsl E, < CO, we know that pi( IV) = 1. Because W is ( TJ1,,- 
invariant, it follows for 
Y:= Ylrl w 
immediately that pr(Y) = 1 and T,Y = Y(t E R). We shall show now, 
that for y E Y 
!+? hY 
exists pointwise, more precisely we shall show a little bit more: 
60711314-7 
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(5) For every K E N there exists n, E N such that for m, n >n, 
hnY(t> = hLYP> t E [--K, K]. 
To show this, let y E Y. Pick t, E R and ny E N such that 
Let K E N. Choose n, EN such that n, > n, and Lno > 1 tu 1 + K. 
Let n > n, and m > n. By definition we have 
*nl = 9Jln~**.~9)n+l~*n 
and, since Tigy E C, for k > n, 
$d@ty~ E 6 for k > n, . 
Therefore 
hTt,~(t) = v,m 0 *a* 0 ?,+I 0 v~J’J~YW = &J’t,~(t) 
for tE [--L,+, , L,+,I. 
Because by the choice of n, we have 
t - t?J E L--L?&& 9 -LJ c L-L+1 7 L&+11 
for every t E [--K, K], hence 
A&> = hnTtvy(t - G,) = AJ’t,y(t - tv) = 9,rW 
for every t E [--K, K]. 
Thus, we have shown (5) and the map 
cp: Y-+LA, defined by 
YJY = i+;_mm *nr (pointwise), 
is well defined. 
To see that cpY C LA, note that for every n E N #-Y C LA- C LA. 
III. q is an isomorphism onto a strictly ergodic flow. 
(1) q is injective. Suppose X, y E Y and x # y, i.e., x(t,) # y(t,J 
for some to E R. By iterated application of I. (4) for every 71 E N we find 
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such that 
Pick, n, , ny E N and t, , tV E R such that 
Choose n, = j to 1 + 1 t, 1 + I tv ) + 1 n, ) + I ny I and let 1~ >, no. 
Using I. (3) we get 
t4aTtAt) = A,-Jt,x(t> 
and 
#,Tty~(t) = t’~n~-J’t~~(t) 
for every t E [-& , L,], i.e., 
1Cr&> = &+-1X(t) for tE[--L~++ttzI,L,- I~rII 
and 
9LYW = vL,lY(t) for t E L-L, + I t, I, Lo - I t, II- 
Since by the choice of Lno for x E {x, JJ} 
-L,, + I t, I < -I to I - y (2% + ri) d to - y (Pi + Ti) 
i=l i=l 
no-1 
< &a,-1 < &I + 1 (Pi + Ti> < /4l i + & + 76) 
61 i=l 
<Lo- I tz I, 
we get 
v4P(~no-1) = ~no--l~(~no-l) 
f $n,-lY(ha,-1) = v4aYbfr1)* 
It follows, since n > no was chosen arbitrarily, 
~x(~~o-l) f vY(hz,-1). 
Hence ‘p is injective. 
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(2) Measurability of q~ and y-l. Let F E 9 depending on an interval 
[-K, K], i.e., if X, y E LA and x(t) = y(t) (t E r---K, K]) then x E F iff 
y E F. Note that these sets depending on intervals generate 9 (see 4.1). 
The equation 
clearly implies v-l FE 9, i.e., measurability of v. 
We prove measurability of y-l by showing that for every E E 9 there 
is E’ E 9 with y-lE’ = E. It suffices to prove it for F E 9 depending on 
an interval r--K, K]. 
Using I. (4) one sees that for every n E N a+b,-,F as a subset of E;, 
depends on 
[--K - y (Pi - Yi), K + “cl (Pi + G)] , 
i=l i=l 
i.e., if x, y E Y, and 
44 = r(t) for t e [--K - nc (pi + Yi), K + n2 (pi + r,)] 
id i=l 
then x E z,b,-,F iffy E t,b,-,F. 
Therefore we can write 
#,-,F = F, n Y,, (n E N), 
where F, depends on [--K - CyLrr (pi + r&K + c:L: (pi + yi)]. Let 
n 3 K, n E N be fixed, k 3 n and x E nj”==, Ci . Then by I. (3) 
$k#) = $&-lx@) for t E [--L, , L,] 
and since L, > K + z:in=;’ (pi + ri) 
for t E [--K - FI (pi + yd, K + z: (Pi + yd]. 
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It follows 
#nX EF% iff t,b,+p E F,, , 
i.e., 
Computing q-l F, we get 
Let E > 0. Pick tl E N such that 1z >, K and 
t-h (qiinG%) < 4. 
Then 
p@@Fn) = tcl(F\q+‘J + CL~WF,\F) 
Hence we have 
n 
Y 
E {LUL2jE-invariance. Let y E Y and S, , t, E R. Choose t, E R and 
T,,Y E fi Cm. 
m-n* 
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for every s 6 [-Ln, , L/J and every TZ > n, , i.e., 
$%A4 = hzo-lY(4 
for every s E C-L, + I tll I, -Lo - I & II- 
Since 
we get 
Hence because s,, , to E R, y E Y was arbitrary 
cp”Tt= T,op, (t E R). 
(4) So far we have proved that v is an isomorphism. Put m = pt~. 
It is left to show that (LA, 9, m, (T,),,) is strictly ergodic. It suffices to 
prove for every fi(z’e N) ( see 4.1) and every E > 0 the existence of 
M E R, such that for every y E qY 
Fix fi(; E N) and E > 0. I n a first step we prove: For every rl > 0 there 
is n, E N such that 
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Pick y E rpY such that @y E W,, and 
lim N-l 
N-KU 
JbNfiTtydt = Ifidm. 
Let 7 > 0. Choose i < N E N such that 
1 M;;’ loMNfiTty dt - 1 fi dm 1 < 72-l, 
VlY E fi cm and 2 El < 72-l. 
rn==N Z-N 
Define n,, > N by L, > MN + i. 
Then for n > n, 
94&-“Y(t) = hdP-,-‘Y(t) tE[-L,,L,], K an. 
Therefore we get 
r(t) = k.lFIY@) for t E E-i, MN + i] 
and T,y(t) = #n-1Ts y-‘y(t) for t E [A, i], s E [0, M,]. Thus, fiT8y = 
f$Tsqrly for every s E [0, MN]. 
Now it is easy to conclude (use I.(2)): 
+ ( W? ~MNfiTw-ly ds - j f dcL, j 
0 
co 
<77*2-l+ c Ez<7) 
Z=N 
We shall show strict ergodicity now. 
Pick m E N such that CL, E, < E * 2-l and m > i. Let y E Y. Choose 
tg E R and n, E N with 
Tt,r E ; Cm, 
m==ny 
and let n, > max(n, , nc+l , m) with 
ho 2 I t, I + m + Mm - 
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By the same reason as in step 1 
$myYW = $4%,--l TtyYW for t E [-Ln, , Ls] 
and for every k > n, . 
Hence we get 
VYW = AL,-lYG> 
for every t E [-m, m + A&], because 
--L,,+It,I~--m~~~+m~L,s-ltt,I. 
It follows 
fJm = fiC,4+o 
Using I. (2) again we have 
1 J&ii1 lMmfJsw ds - sfi dm 1 
for s E [0, k&J. 
Note that m did not depend on y. Thus we have shown strict ergodicity. 
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